FINE QUALITY REGALIA MADE EASY.

We are proud to offer this special collection of Fine Quality Academic Regalia packages for the professional educator. Faithful to the time-honored traditions detailed in the Academic Costume Code and Ceremony Guide, Jostens celebrates academic achievement and represents excellence in style and quality.

FOR ORDERING AND MEASURING INSTRUCTIONS visit jostens.com/college/caps-and-gowns.html

FOR AN OVERVIEW OF THE ACADEMIC COSTUME CODE AND CEREMONY GUIDE visit acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/Academic-Costume-Code.aspx

THE MASTER PACKAGE

Example shown: Master of Education Light blue velvet with gold and royal school color satin lining.

GOWN DETAILS
- Revive sustainable black fabric gown
- Classic yoke with fluting on shoulders and back
- Decorative cord and button on back yoke
- Classic front panels with center zipper
- Left pocket

CAP DETAILS
- Deluxe quilted mortarboard cap with black or degree color tassel

HOOD DETAILS
- Revive sustainable fabric
- Degree color velvet
- Satin lining in school colors
- Cord and button
- Hood attachment cord

INCLUDED WITH PURCHASE
- Garment bag and wooden hanger

TO ORDER A BACHELOR PACKAGE, PLEASE CALL 1-800-854-7464 OR VISIT JOSTENS.COM.
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THE WINDSOR PACKAGE

Example shows: Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) royal blue velvet with gold and royal school color satin lining.

GOWN DETAILS
- Prestige crepe black fabric gown
- Pleated yoke with fluting on shoulders and back
- Regal braid and button on black yoke
- Finest available velvet chevrons and fluting front panels
- Rooking front panels designed to be worn open with a tab closure or zipped shut
- Zipper is offset and concealed
- Satin-lined sleeves with adjustable French cuffs
- Pockets and access on both sides
- Black piping on neck edge
- Metallic gold, silver, or degree color piping on velvet chevrons and panels

HOOD DETAILS
- Prestige crepe black fabric
- Finest available degree color velvet
- Satin lining in school colors
- Cord and button
- Hood attachment cord

TAM DETAILS
- Finest available black or royal blue velvet
- Premier 8 sided
- Gold or silver bullion tassel

INCLUDED WITH PURCHASE
- Initials on gown, tam, and hood
- Garment bag and wooden hanger

VELVET COLOR OPTIONS ON GOWN:
Black, royal blue and light blue only

THE SUSSEX PACKAGE

Example shows: Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) light blue velvet with gold and white school color satin lining.

GOWN DETAILS
- Revive sustainable black fabric gown
- Classic yoke with fluting on shoulders and back
- Decorative cord and button on black yoke
- Velvet chevrons and front panels
- Cord and button
- Hood attachment cord

HOOD DETAILS
- Revive sustainable black fabric
- Degree color velvet
- Satin lining in school colors
- Cord and button
- Hood attachment cord

TAM DETAILS
- Classic 6 sided
- Gold silky tassel

INCLUDED WITH PURCHASE
- Garment bag and wooden hanger

VELVET COLOR OPTIONS ON GOWN:
Black, royal blue and light blue only

THE BRISTOL PACKAGE

Example shows: Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) light blue velvet with gold and white school color satin lining.

GOWN DETAILS
- Revive sustainable black fabric gown
- Classic yoke with fluting on shoulders and back
- Decorative cord and button on black yoke
- Velvet chevrons and front panels
- Cord and button
- Hood attachment cord

HOOD DETAILS
- Revive sustainable black fabric
- Degree color velvet
- Satin lining in school colors
- Cord and button
- Hood attachment cord

TAM DETAILS
- Classic 6 sided
- Gold silky tassel

INCLUDED WITH PURCHASE
- Garment bag and wooden hanger

VELVET COLOR OPTIONS ON GOWN:
Black only

DEGREE VELVET COLORS
- Agriculture
- Architecture
- Astronomy
- Business Administration
- Chemistry
- Law
- Criminal Justice
- Economics
- Engineering
- Forestry
- Medicine
- Oratory (Speech)
- Physical Therapy
- Religious Education
- Public Administration
- Chiropractic
- Public Health
- Pharmaceutical Sciences
- Veterinary Science
- Fine Arts, including:
  - Landscape Architecture
  - Music
  - Nursing
  - Occupational Therapy
- Physical Education
- Social Work
- Fine Arts, Letters, Humanities, Education, Journalism, Home Ec
- Commerce, Accounting, Business
- Arts, Letters, Humanities

*Color shades may vary from finished product.